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Present: Gianluca, Roberto, Philippe, Nick, Marcos, Stuart.

PIC Migration

Everything containing PIC-tape has been removed from the catalog. Right now,
in the configuration service, PIC-tape setting are the same of PIC-Enstore that
is defined as dCache.

RAL Migration

Since two tapes have been mounted at the same time the transfer are not work-
ing. Marianne found also a few dCache files on the LFC that were not migrated.
She tried to transfer them without success. In particular the transfres from
dCache to Castor are not woriking (she guesses that the metadata information
maybe wrong).

1 Bookkeeping files without replica

Marianne has found 33 files without replica (the flag was wrongly set tot “has replica”).
She founded the replicas for 29 out of 33 files and registered them.

GGUS tickets for SAM jobs

Gianluca submitted a ticket, by email, for all the CEs that are in WARNING
status in the SAM web page. The WARNING is related to an old version of
the lcg utils. Although the tickets did not show up in the “personal” section
of the GGUS portal, they were correctly submitted. An email exchange with
the GGUS support confirmed that their “ticket by email” service cannot related
the email address with the certificate. Tickets are available through the GGUS
search engine.
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CNAF: moving LHCb data to STORM

Since DIRAC 2 does not support srm2.2 and STORM does not support anything
less than srm2.2, then moving all LHCb data to STORM will make the CNAF
site unusable for LHCb.

L0 stripping

This production activity is completed at 25%. Gianluca and Zoltan are looking
at the BK to get the total number of available digi files. A rough extimate from
Phillippe reports that there should be about 100000 files.

2 Checking failed jobs in production

• CatalogAccess: for example the job is targeted to a single site (LGC.NIKHEF.nl)
that does not have all the replicas in a APrioriGood status. Therefore the
OptimizerData does not find any available site for the job.

• ExceedingMaxStagingRetries: A check done lcg-gt command showed that
a lot of files per job got a timeout.
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